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Aims
Stiffness is a common complication after total knee arthroplasty (TKA). Pathogenesis is not
understood, treatment options are limited, and diagnosis is challenging. The aim of this
study was to investigate if MRI can be used to visualize intra-articular scarring in patients
with stiff, painful knee arthroplasties.

Methods
Well-functioning primary TKAs (n = 11), failed non-fibrotic TKAs (n = 5), and patients with
a clinical diagnosis of fibrosis1 (n = 8) underwent an MRI scan with advanced metal suppression (Slice Encoding for Metal Artefact Correction, SEMAC) with gadolinium contrast.
Fibrotic tissue (low intensity on T1 and T2, low-moderate post-contrast enhancement) was
quantified (presence and tissue thickness) in six compartments: supra/infrapatella, medial/
lateral gutters, and posterior medial/lateral.

Results
Fibrotic tissue was identified in all patients studied. However, tissue was significantly
thicker in fibrotic patients (4.4 mm ± 0.2 mm) versus non-fibrotic (2.5 mm ± 0.4 mm) and
normal TKAs (1.9 mm ± 0.2 mm, p = < 0.05). Significant (> 4 mm thick) tissue was seen in
26/48 (54%) of compartments examined in the fibrotic group, compared with 17/30 (57%)
non-fibrotic, and 10/66 (15%) normal TKAs. Although revision surgery did improve range
of movement (ROM) in all fibrotic patients, clinically significant restriction remained post-
surgery.

Conclusion
Stiff TKAs contain intra-articular fibrotic tissue that is identifiable by MRI. Studies should
evaluate whether MRI is useful for surgical planning of debridement, and as a non-invasive
measurement tool following interventions for stiffness caused by fibrosis. Revision for stiffness can improve ROM, but outcomes are sub-optimal and new treatments are required.
Cite this article: Bone Joint J 2020;102-B(10):1331–1340.
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Stiffness is a common cause of dissatisfaction
following total knee arthroplasty (TKA), affecting
between 10% and 20% of patients.1,2 The underlying pathology driving this stiffness may be the
development of intra-articular fibrous scar tissue
(fibrosis). Treatment is limited to conservative
measures (physical therapy), manipulation under
anaesthetic to restore range of movement (ROM),
or surgical debridement.3 Our understanding of
the pathogenesis of fibrosis is incomplete and the
outcome of treatment for persistent stiffness is
variable.4

Currently, the diagnosis of fibrosis is made
clinically, where there is restriction of ROM in the
absence of an identifiable cause, such as surgical
error in implant positioning.1 Confirmation of
clinical diagnosis is provided at time of surgery
(either open or arthroscopic) by visualization of
intra-articular scar tissue. There is no available
non-invasive test to aid the clinician investigating
the patient presenting with stiffness that has failed
non-surgical measures and in whom an implant-
related cause cannot be found.5,6
Fibrosis may occur within the joint or the
capsule. Mapping and quantification of areas of
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Table I. Patient demographics.
Variable

M:F ratio

Age in years,
median (range)

BMI, median (range) Time in months from primary Primary indication for
to revision TKA, median
surgery
(range)

Primary TKA
(n = 11)

6:5

63 (54 to 79)

29 (24 to 38)

N/A

Osteoarthritis (n = 11)

Revision fibrotic group
(n = 8)

4:4

65 (47 to 72)

30 (23 to 35)

17.5 (10 to 47)

Joint fibrosis after knee
arthroplasty

Revision non-fibrotic
group (n = 5)

2:3

80 (58 to 80)

29 (23 to 40)

170 (33 to 204)

Instability (n = 1)
Osteolysis with loose worn
components (n = 3
Valgus deformity post-
fracture (n = 1)

BMI, body mass index; N/A, not applicable; TKA, total knee arthroplasty.

fibrosis would facilitate surgical planning and allow monitoring
of disease progression and response to medical and surgical
therapies.
MRI has been used to describe soft tissue changes around
hip arthroplasty implants, in particular the appearance of bone
loss7 aseptic lymphocytic vasculitis-associated lesions and
synovitis.8,9 However, the use of MRI to investigate problematic
TKA is less well studied.5,10 A meta-analysis of MRI investigation of the problematic TKA showed that studies investigating
fibrosis are ‘limited and inconclusive.5
We have reported histological11 and cytokine12,13 analysis
of patients with fibrosis following TKA undergoing revision
surgery, and have not robustly identified differences between
fibrotic patients and those undergoing aseptic revision for failed
TKA for other causes. Tissue from patients in these two groups
show similar inflammatory cytokine profiles and are histologically indistinct from one another, with the presence of fibrous
collagenous tissue populated with aSMA staining fibroblast cells,
although clinically and intraoperatively the differences are marked
and their gene expression profile is significantly different.14
In this study, we investigated whether intra-articular scar
tissue can be detected and quantified in patients with a clinical
diagnosis of fibrosis following TKA, using MRI scanning as a
non-invasive diagnostic technique in the presence of metal artefact.15,16 Here we compared patients with and without fibrotic
conditions after knee arthroplasty and attempted to relate the
MRI findings with the clinical picture. Identification of fibrotic
tissue using MRI would provide clinicians with valuable information about pathology, and provide researchers with a tool to
diagnose fibrosis, stratify disease severity, and investigate the
effect of interventions in future clinical trials.

Methods

Patient recruitment. This study was performed following ap-

proval from the Health Research Authority (HRA) and Research
Ethics Committee (16/NW/0414), and informed written consent was obtained from all patients. Demographics of the study
population are presented in Table I. Imaging was performed at
the host institution, and image analysis was performed in Leeds
at the NIHR Biomedical Musculoskeletal Research Centre.
Primary TKA cohort. After defining the scan protocol, 11 patients who had undergone TKA for osteoarthritis less than 18
months previously were included. All primary TKA patients
had full active extension, with no lag, and flexion beyond 120°.
Follow us @BoneJointJ

Revision cohort. All patients undergoing revision surgery over

a two-year period were eligible for inclusion in the study. All patients with a clinical diagnosis of fibrosis who were revised during
that time were approached and included. The clinical diagnosis of
fibrosis was made according to published clinical diagnostic criteria1 with all having limitation of ROM in flexion and/or extension,
with no specific diagnosed cause (osseous or prosthetic block to
movement from malaligned, malpositioned or incorrectly sized
components; infection, pain, complex regional pain syndrome
(CRPS), or other specific causes). Malalignment was excluded
as a cause for stiffness using CT rotational profile as previously
described.17,18 Five of the eight patients in this group had undergone at least one manipulation under anaesthesia (MUA) prior to
revision surgery. Clinical details of the fibrotic revision cohort are
presented in Table II.
Five patients undergoing revision surgery for causes other
than fibrosis were also recruited (Table III). Their indications for
surgery are described in Table III (wear and osteolysis in three
patients, instability in two). Fibrotic tissue debrided from revision
patients was used for histological analysis.
Exclusion criteria. Patients with any indication other than osteoarthritis for the primary TKA (including rheumatoid arthritis, septic arthritis, or trauma), obese patients (body mass index
(BMI) > 40) and those unable to undergo MRI (either due to
renal impairment or inability to tolerate the scan) were exclued.
Implant type. In the primary group, nine patients had a PFC
Sigma (DePuy Synthes, West Chester, Pennsylvania, USA)
and two had a Triathlon (Stryker, Kalamazoo, Michigan,
USA). In the fibrosis cohort, the primary knee arthroplasties
were PFC Sigma in four cases, Triathlon in two, and Kinemax
(Stryker Howmedica Osteonics, Mahwah, New Jersey, USA)
in two. Four of the eight cases in this group had had the patella resurfaced during the primary procedure. In the non-
fibrotic revision cohort the primary knee arthroplasties were
PFC Sigma in two, Triathlon in one, and Kinemax in two.
Revisions were performed using the NexGen rotating hinge
(ZimmerBiomet, Warsaw, Indiana, USA; five cases), LCCK
(ZimmerBiomet; five cases), and TC3 (DePuy Synthes; three
cases).
In all primary and revision TKA patients, local anaesthetic
was administered intraoperatively under direct vision (to a
maximum dose of 100 ml of 0.2% ropivacaine). All patients
were given routine postoperative analgesia, including regular
paracetamol and a patient-controlled analgesia device. Patients
THE BONE & JOINT JOURNAL
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3

4

5

6

7

8

1Y1M

1Y9M

1Y2M

2Y

1Y4M

1Y1M

FCA 1°, 3° TCA, 30 to 90
4°CR

FCA 0°, 0° TCA, 30 to 60
0°CR

Primary 2017

Primary 2017, MUA
failed 2017, revision
2018

FCA 0.5°, 1°
TCA,1.5 °CR

20 to 80

FCA 4°, -2° TCA,2 0 to 40
°CR

Primary 2017, ROM
FCA 0°, 2° TCA, 20 to 80
restriction, failed MUA 2°CR

Primary 2016,
progressive ROM
restriction

Primary 2016, MUA
FCA 4°, -1° TCA, 30 to 80
2017, failed to restore 3°CR
ROM

Primary 2013, MUA
2014

Primary 2016, gradual FCA 3°, 1° TCA, 30 to 80
deterioration in ROM 3°CR
from 0 to 110 post-
primary, revision 2017

0 to 120

0 to 120

Intraoperative
ROM achieved
(degrees)

0 to 120

0 to 120

Massive intra-articular
fibrosis and scarring,
resected

0 to 120

dense scar tissue excised 0 to 120
from behind the patellar
tendon, suprapatellar
pouch, both gutters,
intercondylar notch,
above patella, fat pad
and either side of the
femoral and tibial
components,

Intra-articular fibrosis
resected

Massive resection of scar 0 to 130
tissue from intercondylar
notch, posteriorly after
removal of the PCL and
both gutters and from
retropatellar tendon

Massive fibrosis
throughout joint

Fibrosis resected
0 to 120
particularly from supraand infrapatella pouch

Massive intra-articular
fibrosis and synovitis

Massive intra-articular
fibrosis resected

Preoperative ROM Intraoperative findings
(extension-flexion
in degrees)

1Y9M

2Y0M

1Y6M

2Y1M

1Y9M

1Y6M

2Y

2Y

Review date
(Years and
months post-
revision)

5 to 95 (30°),
has extensor
lag

0 to 75 (35°)

5 to 90 (25°)

0 to 80 (50°)

5 to 85 (30°)

10 to 90 (20°)

0 to 105 (55°)

0 to 90 (10°)

Post-op ROM
(value add
ROM)

COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CR, combined rotation; FCA, femoral component axis; MUA, manipulation under anaesthesia; ROM, range of movement; TCA, tibial component axis.
Positive values denote external rotation, negative values denote internal rotation.

Hypertension,
dupuytren's
disease

Ovarian cancer, 1 Y 1 M
asthma, TIA

Hypertension

Nil

Gout

Rotational
profile (CT)

Primary KR 2015, MUA FCA 0.5°, 2° TCA, 0 to 80
2016 for restricted
2.5°CR
ROM, failed, revision
2017

Time from primary to Clinical history
revision (years and
months)

Type 2 diabetes, 3 Y 8 M
asthma, COPD

Nil

Mild COPD

Age (at time of Comorbidities
revision)

Patient

Table II. Fibrotic patient group clinical details and intraoperative findings.
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Table III. Clinical information on aseptic revision surgery patients.
Patient

Age (at time Comorbidities
of revision)

Time from Diagnosis/reason
primary to for revision
revision
(years and
months)

1

80

Hypertension,
ischaemic heart
disease, asthma

15 Y 0 M

Osteolysis, loose
Primary 2003, ROM 0 Loose tibial base- 2 Y 2 M
worn components to 110 1007, identified plate
failing R TKA 2015
with loosening of
tibial and femoral
components

Stable knee,
0 to 100
ROM, no
extensor lag

2

80

Hypothyroidism

4 Y 10 M

Instability

Failing, incompetent
MCL

1Y6M

0 to 110,
stable, no
extensor lag

3

71

Hypertension

17 Y 0 M

Loose worn
components

Instability and pain
Significant bearing 1 Y 9 M
developed ~ 16 years surface wear and
post primary
loose components
very easy to
remove

0 to 110, no
extensor lag

4

80

Type 2 diabetes,
ischaemic
heart disease,
hypertension

2Y9M

Instability

Failing, incompetent
MCL

5

58

Gout, DVT

12 Y 2 M

Primary 2007,
Instability, loose
worn components presented with
instability in 2017,
revised 2017

Clinical history

Intraoperative
findings

Review date
(Years and
months post-
revision)

Nil significant

Outcome

Nil significant

2Y1M

0 to 100, 5°
extensor lag

Worn poly, loose
components

1Y6M

0 to 105, no
extensor lag

DVT, deep vein thrombosis; MCL, medial collateral ligament; ROM, range of movement; TKA, total knee arthroplasty.

Table IV. Tissue thickness (mm) and presence/absence of fibrotic tissue.
Anatomical region

Patient group

Tissue thickness (mm)
Mean

SEM

Suprapatellar

Fibrosis (8)

5.1

1.0

Revision (5)

2.8

1.7

Primary (11)

2.2

Fibrosis

Infrapatellar

Medial gutter

Lateral gutter

Posterior medial

Posterior lateral

Grouped measurements

Fibrotic tissue present

Fibrotic tissue > 4 mm thick
present

p-value*

Patients, n (%)

Patients, n (%)

N/A

8 (100)

5 (63)

0.022

2 (40)

2 (40)

0.8

0.011

5 (45)

4 (36)

5.0

0.9

N/A

7 (88)

7 (88)

Revision

4.2

0.7

0.193

5 (100)

2 (40)

Primary

2.3

0.6

0.011

7 (64)

3 (27)

Fibrosis

4.0

0.8

N/A

8 (100)

5 (63)

Revision

1.5

0.9

0.110

2 (40)

2 (40)

Primary

2.0

0.4

0.032

8 (73)

1 (9)

Fibrosis

4.2

0.5

N/A

8 (100)

5 (63)

Revision

3.0

0.9

0.041

4 (80)

2 (40)

Primary

1.8

0.5

0.012

7 (64)

1 (9)

Fibrosis

4.3

0.6

N/A

8 (100)

3 (38)

Revision

1.3

0.7

0.030

3 (60)

2 (40)

Primary

1.6

0.5

0.010

6 (55)

0 (0)

Fibrosis

3.8

1.0

N/A

8 (100)

2 (25)

Revision

2.0

1.2

0.071

3 (60)

2 (40)

Primary

1.6

0.4

0.014

7 (64)

1 (9)

Fibrosis

4.4

0.2

N/A

N/A

N/A

Revision

2.5

0.4

0.021

N/A

N/A

Primary

1.9

0.2

0.013

N/A

N/A

N/A, non applicable; SEM, standard error of the mean.
*t-test.

in the fibrotic revision group were routinely started on continuous passive movement for 48 to 72 hours postoperatively.
Follow us @BoneJointJ

Exclusion of infection. Preoperative workup included C-
reactive protein (CRP) in all patients and joint aspiration where
THE BONE & JOINT JOURNAL
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Table V. Tissue thickness measurements (mm) for each patient.
Patient

Suprapatellar

Infrapatellar

Medial gutter

Lateral gutter

Posterior medial

Posterior lateral

Fibrosis 1

3.7

5.0

1.5

2.8

3.4

2.8

Fibrosis 2

9.2

8.6

8.8

4.3

7.3

9.8

Fibrosis 3

4.2

5.0

2.4

4.4

3.5

3.5

Fibrosis 4

1.5

6.2

5.0

6.9

3.9

1.0

Fibrosis 5

5.5

4.0

1.5

2.8

2.0

2.0

Fibrosis 6

5.5

4.0

4.2

4.1

4.8

4.9

Fibrosis 7

9.3

Not detected

4.0

3.1

4.0

2.0

Fibrosis 8

2.0

6

5.0

5.0

6.0

5.0

Non-fibrosis revision 1

7.8

3.5

4.2

5.0

3.6

6.3

Non-fibrosis revision 2

Not detected

6.2

3.1

4.6

2.0

Not detected

Non-fibrosis revision 3

6

2.7

Not detected

2.8

Not detected

1.0

Non-fibrosis revision 4

Not detected

2.9

Not detected

Not detected

1.0

Not detected

Non-fibrosis revision 5

Not detected

5.5

Not detected

2.8

Not detected

2.5

Primary 1

4.9

4.3

Not detected

2.9

3.4

2.1

Primary 2

7.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

Not detected

Not detected

Primary 3

Not detected

Not detected

Not detected

Not detected

Not detected

2.2

Primary 4

2.1

2.5

2.2

Not detected

Not detected

Not detected

Primary 5

6.0

4.0

4.0

2.0

3.0

2.0

Primary 6

Not detected

5.0

3.7

3.5

Not detected

Not detected

Primary 7

Not detected

Not detected

Not detected

Not detected

2.5

2.6

Primary 8

4.3

3.9

3.0

4.0

3.4

2.8

Primary 9

Not detected

Not detected

3.5

2.5

2.5

4.0

Primary 10

Not detected

Not detected

Not detected

3.4

3.0

2.0

Primary 11

Not detected

2.8

2.2

Not detected

Not detected

Not detected

infection was considered to be clinically plausible (8/8 fibrotic
patients and 3/5 non-fibrotic revision patients). CRP was < 10
mg/l in all revision patients, and all preoperative joint aspiration
samples were negative after extended culture. Infection was definitively ruled out in all revision patients by microbiological
analysis of synovial fluid and of multiple tissue samples taken
at revision surgery. All revision patients had negative extended
culture of both intraoperative synovial fluid and tissue samples.
Histological analysis. Formal histology reports were available
for 7/8 fibrosis revision patients. Reports state that dense, hypocellular, heavily collagenized fibrous tissue foreign body giant
cells containing small transparent strongly birefringent foreign
particles were identified. The appearances are those of extensive fibrosis together with a focal giant cell reaction to foreign
material, a reaction to polyethylene debris from the prosthetic
joint implant. There was no evidence of infection reported in
any cases.
Infrapatellar fat pad excision. Routine practice in our unit includes excision of the infrapatellar fat pad. All primary patients
in the study had their infrapatellar fat pad removed. In the revision cohort, ten had primary surgery performed in our unit and,
therefore, had their infrapatellar fat pad removed in the primary procedure. In the remaining three patients, we do not know
whether the fat pad was removed or retained.
MRI scanning. The scan protocol was developed at the Leeds
Biomedical Musculoskeletal Research Centre. Imaging was
performed on a 1.5 Tesla Siemens Aera MRI scanner. SEMAC
has been shown to effectively reduce the metal artefact from
TKA prostheses.16 Scan optimization was performed on four
healthy TKA patients who underwent an extended protocol
VOL. 102-B, No. 10, OCTOBER 2020

of nine image sequences, utilizing advanced metal reduction
suppression sequences SEMAC where appropriate: Proton
density (PD) axial and coronal, PD sagittal SEMAC, T1 coronal (with and without SEMAC), T2 STIR sagittal (with and
without SEMAC), and T1 sagittal and coronal SEMAC, post-
gadolinium contrast administration. Review of initial images
demonstrated the importance of contrast administration and
the effect of SEMAC metal reduction. Therefore, non-SEMAC
sequences were removed from the final protocol, which included six image sequences pre-contrast (T1 axial SEMAC, T2
STIR axial SEMAC, T1 sagittal SEMAC and T2 STIR sagittal
SEMAC) and two sequences post-contrast (T1 axial SEMAC
and T1 sagittal SEMAC). This significantly reduced the scan
time. The full scan protocol used is attached as a supplementary
file available online (online supplementary figure 1).
MRI scan analysis. MR image analysis was performed by two
experienced musculoskeletal radiologists who were blind to the
clinical condition of the patient. When there was disagreement
between radiologists the images were re-reviewed. Re-review
was required in 6/24 patients (26/144 measurements (18%)).
Fibrotic tissue was defined as low signal intensity tissue on T1
and TIRM sequences and with low enhancement post-contrast.
To avoid measurement of synovitic tissue as areas of fibrosis an
internationally agreed and widely used tissue definition of synovitis was employed. The Outcome Measures in Rheumatology
(OMERACT) definition of synovitis as ‘above-normal post gadolinium enhancement (signal intensity increase)’ was used and
requires T1 gadolinium enhancement imaging. The use of gadolinium contrast in this research study is in line with International
Society of Magnetic Resonance in Medicine (ISMRM) Safety
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Committee guidelines,19 which recommend its use where there
is a potential benefit to patient care when GBMA could ‘advance scientific discovery’. Full ethical and HRA approval for
use of contrast was obtained. Patients with reduced eGFR were
excluded from the study (a contra-indication to use of gadolinium contrast). Six anatomical compartments were studied for
each knee; suprapatella pouch, infrapatella fat pad, medial and
lateral gutters and medial and lateral posterior compartments.
Any tissue that met the defined criteria of fibrotic tissue in each
compartment was measured across its maximum diameter.
Measurements were made on axial T1 post-contrast images,
while viewing T1 pre-contrast and fat-sat post-contrast images
concurrently.
Statistical analysis. Differences between groups were analyzed using paired t-test (Graphpad Prism 6; GraphPad Software
Inc, La Jolla, California, USA). Significance was set at p = <
0.05.

Results

Fig. 1
Intra-articular scarring in a patient with a clinical diagnosis of fibrosis.
SEMAC images of a fibrotic post-total knee arthroplasty patient
demonstrate significant fibrotic tissue in the posterior and anterior
compartments (arrows): (a) Axial T1 pre-contrast, (b) axial T1 post-
contrast, and (c) axial fat-saturated images.
Follow us @BoneJointJ

No difference in BMI or age was found comparing the three
groups (p = > 0.05, Table I). Time from primary to revision was
significantly shorter in fibrotic revision patients (median 17.5
months (interquartile range (IQR) 13 to 24)) compared with 170
months (IQR 44 to 192) for non-fibrotic revisions (p = 0.003).
Protocol optimization resulted in significant improvement in
image quality, enabling visualization of soft tissue structures
around the implant. Fibrotic tissue was identified in at least
one compartment in all patients studied (Table IV). Overall, 46
out of 48 (96%) of compartments studied in the fibrotic group
contained fibrotic tissue, compared to 19/30 (63%) in the non-
fibrotic revision cohort and 40/66 (61%) in the primary cohort
(Tables IV and V). This is consistent with our histological analysis of primary and revision TKA tissue, which shows dense
collagenous tissue in all revision TKA patients regardless of
indication for revision.11
Although fibrotic tissue was found in all knees, tissue was
significantly thicker in fibrotic patients (4.4 mm ± 0.2 mm)
versus non-fibrotic (2.5 mm ± 0.4 mm) and normal TKAs (1.9
mm ± 0.2 mm; p =< 0.05). Three MRI sequences are shown
for a fibrotic patient in Figure 1. Thick fibrotic tissue is seen
throughout the infrapatellar compartment and in the medial and
lateral femoral compartments. This tissue shows low enhancement on T1 pre- and post-contrast and low enhancement on
fat-saturated imaging. In contrast, axial T1 and fat-saturated
images post-contrast of a healthy normal TKA are shown in
Figure 2. A small amount of fibrotic tissue is highlighted in the
infrapatellar compartment, but no tissue is seen in the posterior
medial or lateral compartments, in contrast to Figure 1.
We set a threshold at 4 mm to define clinically significant
fibrotic tissue and analyzed all anatomical compartments (six
per knee) for all patients looking for presence or absence of >
4 mm thick tissue. This threshold was chosen because fibrotic
tissue < 4 mm thick was considered unlikely to be mechanically
substantial enough to cause ROM restriction, and intraoperative
findings in patients with a clinical diagnosis of joint fibrosis
consistently showed thick, abundant fibrotic tissue, which was
not present in non-fibrotic revision TKAs. All fibrotic revision patients had > 4 mm thick tissue identified in at least one
THE BONE & JOINT JOURNAL
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Fig. 2
No fibrotic tissue in a healthy TKA. Axial T1 post-contrast (a) and fat-saturated (b) images of a healthy total knee arthroplasty, showing minimal
fibrotic tissue in anterior and posterior compartments. A small area of fibrotic tissue detected in the anterior-medial suprapatella compartment is
identified (arrows).

compartment, compared with 4/5 in the non-fibrotic group and
5/11 in the healthy TKA group.
In fibrotic revision patients, 26/48 (54%) of compartments
examined contained > 4 mm thick tissue, compared with 8/30
(27%, non-fibrotic) and 10/66 (15%, normal TKA). Examples
of sagittal images of fibrotic and healthy TKAs are presented
in Figure 3, demonstrating fibrotic tissue in the infrapatella
compartment, with no tissue identified in the healthy TKA.
These findings are consistent with surgical evaluation of the
joint during revision surgery (Table II), which demonstrated
thick intra-articular fibrosis in all patients.
Outcomes following revision surgery for fibrosis. Revision
patients were followed up to at least 18 months (18 to 25). All
patients had severe pre-revision ROM restriction according to
a consensus definition (< 70° flexion and/or > 20° extension
deficit).1 Preoperative ROM was 53° ± 5° (30°-60° to 0°-80°).
Although there was improvement of ROM post-revision, all
patients had residual clinically significant restriction of ROM.
Postoperative ROM was 86° ± 3° ( 0°-75° to 0°-105°). Value
added ROM (the difference between preoperative and postoperative ROM, was 32° ± 8° (10° to 55°). This change moved four
patients into the mild fibrosis severity group (90° to 100° flexion and/or < 10° extension deficit), three to the moderate group
(80° to 90° flexion and/or 10° to 20° extension deficit), and one
remained with a severe ROM restriction.

Discussion

The main finding of this study – the presence of MRI-
measurable abundant thick fibrotic tissue in patients with a clinical diagnosis of knee fibrosis – is of benefit to knee surgeons
faced with patients with stiff TKA and can facilitate the decision to debride the knee, restore ROM, and revise the implant.
This scan sequence is commercially available and may be easily
implemented by units using Siemens 1.5 T scanners. Fibrotic
tissue appears to be present in all knees following TKA regardless of their indication for revision surgery.11 However, the
amount, thickness, and location of this tissue will have a significant influence on the clinical condition of the patient. This is
VOL. 102-B, No. 10, OCTOBER 2020

apparent intraoperatively, when intra-articular fibrous tissue
may be found. However, the clinician currently has no diagnostic tools available to investigate intra-articular fibrous tissue,
the presence of which is only confirmed arthroscopically or at
open surgery.5 Therefore, the decision to undertake debridement
can be challenging.
Ultrasound scanning may also be used to investigate fibrosis,20
but MRI was chosen for this study as it is less dependent on
user-interpretation, re-analysis of the scan data is possible,
and MR images are easily transferred from the surgeon to the
radiology research team.
Confirmation that significant intra-articular scarring is
present could support the surgeon in the decision-making
process. Individual scan results were not available to be
analyzed prior to revision surgery; therefore, tissue debridement and sampling was performed as routine in our clinical
practice (at least six tissue samples, sent for histology and
microbiology analysis). In future, MRI could be used to guide
targeted sampling.
Here we have used a metal reducing MRI sequence, optimised to analyze periprosthetic soft tissues, to identify and
quantify intra-articular fibrosis in patients with a clinical diagnosis of knee fibrosis. Fibrotic ‘scar’ tissue forms as part of
the usual healing process post-TKA surgery, and fibrotic tissue
was indeed identified in healthy TKAs more than one year
following primary surgery. However, tissue measurements
showed consistently thicker tissue in the fibrotic patient group.
Setting a threshold at 4 mm for clinically significant fibrotic
tissue showed this tissue to be present in > 50% of compartments in fibrotic patients, compared with 15% of compartments in healthy TKAs. At least one compartment contained
> 4 mm thick tissue in all fibrotic patients but in only 5/11
normal primary TKAs. We set a threshold at 4 mm for ‘clinically significant fibrotic tissue’. This was arbitrary and based on
the assumption that tissue < 4 mm thick is not likely to cause
significant movement restriction, the primary problem in joint
fibrosis. However, this requires further testing and evaluation in
a larger cohort.
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Fig. 3
Fibrotic tissue in the infrapatella region. Sagittal pre- and post-contrast T1 images comparing fibrotic patient (a) and (b) with non-fibrotic (c and
d). Fibrotic tissue (arrows) is identified in the infrapatella region in a and b, extending underneath the patella between the infra- and suprapatella
pouches. No such band of tissue is seen in a healthy TKA (c and d).

CT was used to determine rotational profile, as is routine
investigation in our unit for problematic TKAs. However,
assessment of implant rotation by MRI has been demonstrated
to be accurate and reproducible21 and could be combined with
investigation of fibrotic tissue in the assessment of stiff TKAs
using MRI.
All samples underwent extended enrichment culture for ten
days. However, a role for organisms, such as Propionibacterium
acnes, that are challenging to culture, and may be an under-
recognized cause of knee prosthetic joint infection, cannot be
ruled out absolutely.
Follow us @BoneJointJ

The appearance on MRI of synovial tissue has been carefully
described in the setting of TKA,22 when polymeric-induced
synovitis was differentiated from infection or scarring in a series
of > 100 TKAs using a non-contrast enhanced intermediate-
weighted Multi-Acquisition Variable Resonance Image Combination (MAVRIC) scan protocol. The scanning protocol used in
the present study used the OMERACT definition of synovitic
tissue as enhancing on T1 post-contrast imaging.23,24 This definition and the required imaging was selected to minimize the risk
of measuring enhancing, synovial tissue as fibrotic (as defined
by the OMERACT guidelines),23 but future MRI studies of the
THE BONE & JOINT JOURNAL
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stiff TKA could characterise this tissue, which likely plays a
significant role in the pathogenesis of scar formation.
There is a significant pro-inflammatory environment in all
failed TKAs that we have so far studied12 and recent reports
suggest that patients that develop stiffness post-TKA have a
distinct raised postoperative pro-inflammatory response.25 In
our research of the stiff TKA with significant movement restriction, we have been unable to robustly describe differences in
the histological appearance11 or the cytokine profile of tissue
and synovial fluid from patients undergoing revision surgery
for stiffness compared against non-fibrotic revision patients.12
However, the clinical differences between these two patients
groups are stark and the RNA expression profile of fibrotic tissue
is significantly different from non-fibrotic tissue from revision
TKAs.14 We therefore also studied five patients being revised
for reasons other than fibrosis. Thick fibrotic tissue was more
often seen in this group than the healthy TKA group, consistent
with previous findings that scar tissue forms in all patients with
failed TKAs. However, mean tissue thickness was significantly
lower in the non-fibrotic revision group than the fibrotic group.
The primary limitation of this study is the small number of
patients studied, particularly in the non-fibrotic revision group.
These findings need replicating in a larger, cohort. We blinded
the radiologists who interpreted the scan data, who were
working remotely at a second institution, to the clinical condition of the patient, to reduce the risk of reporting bias.
Validated outcome measures should satisfy key filters (e.g.
truth, discrimination, and feasibility).26,27 Here we show initial
data that MRI can demonstrate fibrotic tissue around TKA
(truth), demonstrated by intraoperative confirmation of massive
fibrosis seen on MRI scan. However, we have not undertaken
analysis of discrimination, such as reliability (intra- or interobserver)21,22 or sensitivity to change. These factors should be
investigated before MRI could be used as a validated outcome
measure for intra-articular fibrosis.
We report the outcomes at under 18 months post-revision for
patients treated for stiffness. ROM was improved in all patients,
with a mean value added ROM of ~30°. These results are
similar to those previously reported.28 It is important to note that
all patients still had a clinically significant movement restriction, and it is possible that their ROM will deteriorate further
over time.28,29 Outcomes for these patients are unpredictable
and sub-optimal, and new treatments are required that target the
biological basis of the disease.13

Conclusion

Here we report that a metal-artefact reduction MRI scan
sequence may be used to demonstrate intra-articular fibrotic
tissue in patients following TKA. The amount of this tissue was
significantly increased in patients with restricted ROM in the
absence of an identifiable cause, such as infection or implant
mal-position. This scan sequence may be easily implemented
by clinicians to investigate the stiff TKA and information gained
could guide revision surgery. Future studies should evaluate the
reproducibility and sensitivity to change of MRI detection of
fibrotic tissue in a larger patient cohort. The clinical outcomes
for debridement and revision for fibrosis are unpredictable and
sub-optimal, although improvement of ROM was achieved in
VOL. 102-B, No. 10, OCTOBER 2020
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this cohort, and new treatments are required. This non-invasive
tool can be used in future studies of fibrotic TKA patients to
assess the efficacy of novel therapeutic interventions.
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